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Background
• Digital and computational pathology enables 

to utilize a large dataset for investigating 

pancreatic cancer such as subtyping and 

outcome prediction

• Automated tumor segmentation is a 

prerequisite step but requires lots of manual 

tumor and non-tumor annotation to train a 

machine learning model

• We recently introduced Deep Interactive 

Learning (DIaL)[1] to minimize pathologists’ 

annotation time by iteratively annotating 

mislabeled regions to improve a model

• In this work, we use DIaL with a pretrained 

model from a different cancer type to reduce 

manual training annotation on pancreatic 

pathology images

Figure 1 (a) Without Deep Interactive Learning, long 
manual annotation procedures are necessary for each 
dataset. (b) With Deep Interactive Learning, manual 
annotation time can be reduced.
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• We developed a pancreatic tumor segmentation model trained by cross 

cancer Deep Interactive Learning with 3 hours of manual annotation

• We plan to use our model to subtype pancreatic cancer for outcome 

prediction

Dataset

• 759 cases with pancreatic ductal adeno-

carcinomas whose primary sites are pancreas

• 14 whole slide images for training

• 23 whole slide images for numerical evaluation

Pretrained Model

• Trained by breast images using Deep Multi-

Magnification Network[2]

First Correction: 1 hour

• Annotated false positives on pancreas images

Second Correction: 2 hours

• Annotated false negatives on pancreas images

Figure 4 Original images (the first row), groundtruth images (the second row), and segmentation 
images (the last row). (a,c) show pancreas whole slide images and (b,d) show zoom-in images, 
respectively. Scale bar: (a) 5mm, (b) 500µm, (c) 5mm, (d) 200µm.

Figure 2 Block diagram of the proposed method. First of all, a pretrained model from a different cancer type segments pancreas 
training whole slide images. If the segmentation predictions are not satisfied, any mislabeled regions are corrected to finetune the 
model. When the segmentation predictions are satisfied, the final model segments pancreatic tumor on testing whole slide images.
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Figure 3 An example of the 
first correction. (a) A pancreas 
whole slide image (b) tumor 
segmentation in yellow by the 
pretrained model (c) correction 
on false positive regions.
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